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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

See our top tips on how to find the right multifunction printer, plus our picks for the best all-in-one printers for
home and office use. All can also copy and scan, and manyâ€”especially business MFPsâ€”add faxing to the
mix. Printer manufacturers offer a huge variety of MFPs, both inkjets and lasers. Finding a model with the
right set of features may not be an easy task. Here are the things to consider. The single most useful way to
categorize MFPs is by intended use: There are only a few choices in this subcategory: You can spot them by
their ability to scan slides and strips of film, a feature most MFPs leave out. You probably also want it to fax,
email, and include an automatic document feeder ADF to scan, copy, fax, and email multipage documents. If
you plan to connect over a network, make sure the scanning works on a network. Be sure to check the sizes the
MFP can handle; transparencies are often limited to 35mm. Some MFPs need a computer for copying. If you
want to copy with the computer off, make sure the MFP will work as a standalone copier. PC Fax can be in the
form of a fax utility, a fax driver that you use like a print driver, or both. Email features also come in two
forms. A direct-email function allows you to scan and send an email directly to your Internet service provider
ISP or an in-house email server on your network. The more common choice for low-end MFPs is to open an
email message on a PC and add the scanned document as an attachment. Any given MFP can offer either or
both kinds of email. Most MFPs include flatbeds suitable for scanning photos or single-sheet documents. An
automatic document feeder ADF will let you easily scan plus copy, fax, and email multipage documents. For
MFPs with letter-size flatbeds, an ADF will often let you scan legal-size pages as well, but not all do, so check
first. Some ADFs can also duplex scan both sides of a page. If you deal with many two-sided documents, the
feature is well worth looking for. Most MFPs that support duplex scanning do so by scanning one side of the
document, turning it over, and then scanning the other side, but some provide one-pass scanningâ€”scanning
both sides of the page at onceâ€”which is much faster. If the MFP includes a print duplexer also, the
combination will usually let you copy both single- and double-sided originals to your choice of single- or
double-sided copies. Keep in mind, however, that many color laser MFPs can print at high enough quality to
let you print your own marketing materials, which could be less expensive than printing small quantities at
your local print shop. If you prefer Wi-Fi, keep in mind that if you have a wireless access point on your
network, you can print wirelessly to any printer or MFP on that network, whether the printer or MFP offers
Wi-Fi or not. Some MFPs now include Wi-Fi Direct or its equivalent , which allows compatible devices to
connect with them without needing a wireless access point. A few offer Near-Field Communication NFC ,
which allows you to initiate printing from a compatible mobile device simply by tapping the printer with the
phone or tablet. Cost Considerations Finally, be sure to check cost of ownership over the life of the printer.
For more, check our top printer picks overall , as well as our favorite inkjet and laser models.
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Chapter 2 : Color Envelopes
One & Two Color Graphics [Tomoe Nakazawa, Kuniharu Fujimoto, Sue Herbert, Pie Bukkusu] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text.

While these occur in all graphics modes, they play a crucial role in Hi-Resolution or Hi-Res mode see below.
Video output on the machines[ edit ] Reading a value from, or writing any value to, certain memory addresses
controlled so called " soft switches ". The value read or written does not matter, what counts is the access
itself. This allowed the user to do many different things including displaying the graphics screen any type
without erasing it, displaying the text screen, clearing the last key pressed, or accessing different memory
banks. For example, one could switch from mixed graphics and text to an all-graphics display by accessing
location 0xC Then, to go back to mixed graphics and text, one would access 0xC This enabled the computer
to be connected to any composite video monitor conforming to the same standard for which the machine was
configured. However the quality of this output was sketchy; the sync signalling was close enough for
monitorsâ€”which are fairly forgivingâ€”but did not conform closely enough to standards to be suitable for
broadcast applications, or even input to a video recorder, without intervening processing. Some other cards
simply added column and lowercase display capabilities, while others allowed output to an IBM CGA monitor
through a DE9 output jack. These pixels are combined in quadrature with the colorburst signal to be
interpreted as color by a composite video display. High resolution provides two pixels per colorburst cycle,
allowing for two possible colors if one pixel is on, black if no pixels are on, or white if both pixels are on. Low
resolution allows for four bits per cycle, but repeats the bit pattern several times per low resolution pixel.
Double high resolution also displays four pixels per cycle. See the sections below for more details.
Low-Resolution Lo-Res graphics[ edit ] Low-resolution colors 0 black , 3 purple , 6 medium blue , 9 orange ,
12 light green and 15 white were also available in high-resolution mode. Colors 5 and 10 gray are
indistinguishable on original hardware; however, some emulators such as AppleWin display them as different
shades. Note that some of the Applewin emulator colors seen here differ markedly from those shown on
original hardware. This mode could display either 40 rows of pixels with four lines of text at the bottom of the
screen, or 48 rows of pixels with no text. Thus two pixels, vertically stacked, would fill the screen real estate
corresponding to one character in text mode. There are 16 colors available for use in this mode actually 15 in
most cases, since the two shades of gray are identical in brightness on original Apple hardware, except on the
Apple IIGS. Note that six of the colors are identical to the colors available in High-Resolution Hi-Res mode.
The colors were created by filling the pixel with a repeating 4-bit binary pattern in such a manner that each bit
group fit within one cycle of the colorburst reference signal. Color displays would interpret this pattern as a
color signal. On monochrome monitors, or if the colorburst signal was turned off, the display would reveal
these bit patterns. There are two equivalent grey shades as 5 is equivalent to 10 based on how the colors mix
together; the "on" bits are polar opposites of each other on the quadrature color signal, so they cancel each
other and display as grey. This mode is mapped to the same area of memory as the main column text screen 0x
through 0x7FF , with each byte storing two pixels one on top of the other. The Lo-Res graphics mode offered
built-in commands to clear the screen, change the drawing color, plot individual pixels, plot horizontal lines,
and plot vertical lines. There was also a "SCRN" function to extract the color stored in any pixel, one sorely
lacking in the other modes. Lo-Res memory layout[ edit ] A block of bytes stores three rows of 40 characters
each, with a remainder of eight bytes left after the third row is stored. But these bytes are not left empty.
Instead, they are used variously by motherboard firmware and expansion card firmware to store important
information, mostly about external devices attached to the computer. This created problems when the user
loaded a text or a lo-res graphics screen directly into video memoryâ€”replacing the current information in the
holes with what was there at save-time. Disk head recalibration was a common side-effect, when the disk
controller found its memoryâ€”in a screen holeâ€”of where the head was, suddenly not to match the header
data of the track that it was reading. The programmers at Apple responded by programming ProDOS so the
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user could not directly load a file screen data, or otherwise into 0xx7FF. ProDOS programs to properly load
data to this portion of memory soon arose; several appeared in Nibble magazine. Screen 2 Low-Resolution
graphics and text[ edit ] Having two screens for displaying video images was an integral part of the Apple II
family design. Accessing memory location 0xC displayed "Screen 2" regardless of how the other "soft
switches" were set. The interleaving is exactly the same as for the main screen "Screen 1". Applesoft BASIC
programs are loaded at h by default; therefore, they will occupy the Text Screen 2 space unless the computer is
instructed to load a program elsewhere in memory. By contrast, some commercial software programs for the
Apple II used this memory space for various purposes â€” usually to display a help screen. The IIgs
architecture mapped the screen data to memory bank 0xE0. However, in IIe emulation mode, screen data was
stored in bank 0x This presented a problem. The designers of the Mega II included routines to copy most
screen data to bank 0xE0 to ensure that Apple IIe-specific programs worked properly. But they forgot about
the rarely used Text Screen 2.
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This is because our 1 & 2 color presses have a maximum of two ink stations. While many colors can be built as a blend
of other colors (for example, red and yellow combined create orange), our 1 & 2 Color printing requires that your files
specify that you want orange (Pantone #) and not a mix of red and yellow.

Character of the CGA character set consists of a box occupying the entire left half of the character matrix.
Character consists of a box occupying the entire right half. Because each character can be assigned different
foreground and background colors, it can be colored for example blue on the left foreground color and bright
red on the right background color. This can be reversed by swapping the foreground and background colors.
Using either character or , each half of each truncated character cell can thus be treated as an individual
pixelâ€”making horizontal pixels available per line. This uses extra video memory that is normally unused.
However, most games did not do this, perhaps out of fear it would only work on some monitors but not othersa fear that is not unfounded as it was later found that certain compatibles have cards that either glitch or ignore
any attempt to put the device into this mode. Composite artifact colors Using the NTSC TV-out instead of an
RGBI monitor not only made for less attractive colors, as described above, but as is common with NTSC
composite video, the separation between luminance and chrominance is far from perfect, yielding cross-color
artifacts, or color "smearing". This is especially a problem with column text: However, programmers soon
found out that this flaw could be turned into an asset, as distinct patterns of high-resolution dots would
"smear" into consistent areas of solid colors, thus allowing the display of completely new artifact colors.
Internal operation[ edit ] Direct colors are the normal 16 colors as described above under "The CGA color
palette". Later demonstrations by enthusiasts have increased the maximum number of colors the CGA is
known to produce in a single image to approximately a thousand. Aside of artifacting, this technique involves
the text mode tweak which quadruples its rows, thus offering the benefit of 16 foreground and 16 background
colors. Resolution and usage[ edit ] Composite artifacting, whether used intentionally or as an unwanted
artifact, reduces the effective horizontal resolution to a minimum of pixels, more for black-on-white or
white-on-black text, without changing the vertical resolution. The low resolution of this composite color
artifacting method led to it being used almost exclusively in games. Many of the more high-profile titles
optionally, sometimes exclusively, offering graphics optimized for composite color monitors. In this mode,
dithering was employed to simulate extra colors. Microsoft Decathlon - Top: Game in composite mode,
Bottom: Game in RGB mode, Left: Limiting the character display to the upper or upper two scanlines, and
taking advantage of the pixel arrangement in certain characters of the codepage , it is possible to display up to
colors. This integrated circuit was originally designed only for character-based alphanumeric text displays and
can only address a maximum of character rows. To realize graphics modes with scanlines on the CGA, the
MC is programmed with character rows per picture and two scanlines per character row. Instead, graphics
modes on the CGA first put only the even-numbered scanlines continuously in a first block of video memory,
then a second block of odd-numbered scanlines starting at video memory position 8, This arrangement results
in additional overhead in graphics modes for software that manipulates video memory. The higher bandwidth
used by column text mode results in random short horizontal lines appearing onscreen known as "snow" if a
program writes directly to video memory. The BIOS avoids the problem by only accessing the memory during
horizontal retrace, or by temporarily turning off the output during scrolling; while causing the display to blink,
IBM decided that doing so was better than snow. In the column text mode, the pixel clock is doubled, and all
the synchronization signals are output for twice the number of clock cycles in order to last for their proper
duration. Some of the software that supported the board was:
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One & two color graphics: [an international selection of graphics that achieve effect by using no more than two colors] 7.
One & two color graphics: [an.

Gloss Cover 80 Linen Cover This is a premium uncoated cover style stock enhanced with a subtle, woven
linen finish. Choose your paper color preference at Step 2 of the ordering process. You have 5 paper color
options: Stiffer than Gloss Text, this glossy finish cover stock offers sharp folds and a sturdy product for a
very professional result. This stock is coated on both sides. You have 2 paper color options: Solar White 97
brightness and Avon Brilliant White 93 brightness. Gloss Cover You may be familiar with this type of stock
from post cards or greeting cards. This thick stock has a gloss coating on the front and an uncoated paper
finish on the back. Gloss Cover You may be familiar with this type of stock from presentation folders. This
thick and stiff stock is coated on both sides with a glossy finish. This option can reproduce exact Pantone
colors. A typical example of this is brochures with specific corporate or team colors. In order to reproduce
Pantone colors, we will use ink of that specific color. Pantone colors in your file must be specified as the
Pantone color you desire. Following the guidelines above will make it easy for you to get what you want. A
typical example of this is a flyer. A typical example of this is letterhead. This system is often used as a way to
specify an exact color, such as a corporate identity color. No Coating This product prints in a professional,
finished quality.
Chapter 5 : Wholesale Color Business Cards | Color Business Card Printing
Raised and Flat Printing: Use this form to order raised and flat printed items. All items with a red * must be completed.
All other items are optional. Faxing an order form is not necessary.

Chapter 6 : NRS - One & Two Color Posters
Color Songs - The Red Color Song - Learn Colours - Preschool Colors Nursery Rhymes - ChuChu TV Color Songs The Red Color Song _ Learn Colours _ Preschool Colors Nursery Rhymes _ ChuChu TV.

Chapter 7 : Difference between 1 colour, 2 colour, 3 colour, 4 colour offset printing | Color Printing Forum
how to make one two three color design / invoice for printing press coreldraw x7 class 3 how to save money in printing
press pakistan how to work in printing press job computer education tuts in.

Chapter 8 : Color Graphics Adapter - Wikipedia
Home. Timmers Graphics - One & Two Color Posters. Printed on # Heavy Enamel Paper, in all black ink. Timmers
Graphics will typeset up to words.

Chapter 9 : 1 & 2 Color Printing | Printing In Pantone Colors
Recommendations. The most common order options are " x 2" on # Cover stock. Often, 1 & 2 Color Business Cards are
printed in 1 or 2 colors, including a Pantone color, on just one side (1/0, 2/0).
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